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Let p be any prime number, G be the cyclic group of order p2, and L [ RG be
the group algebra of G over a Dedekind domain R such that pR is a maximal
w x Ž . w x Ž .2ideal in R and both R T rF T and R T rF T are Dedekind domains also,p p
Ž .where F T is the nth cyclotomic polynomial. We shall provide a full list ofn
indecomposable L lattices constructed in an explicit way. A complete set of
invariants of these indecomposable L lattices will be determined also, under an
wadditional assumption on R. The above results were obtained by Reiner Pacific J.
Ž . xMath. 78 1978 , 467]501 when R s Z. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group, R be a Dedekind domain, and L [ RG be the
integral group ring. A L lattice M is a finitely generated L module which
is torsion-free over R. When G is a cyclic group of prime order p or
wsquare-free order n, the structure of L lattices is well understood 5; 11;
x 212; 16; 19, Theorem 4.19, p. 74 . When G is a cyclic group of order p ,
where p is a prime number, the situation is more complicated. Heller and
w x w xReiner 7 and Berman and Gudivok 2 independently showed that there
are only finitely many indecomposable L lattices in this case; moreover,
when R is a discrete valuation ring, all these indecomposable L lattices
were exhibited in terms of group extensions. A full list of indecomposable
L lattices and the invariants of these L lattices in the case R s Z were
w xstudied by Reiner 17, 18 . The problem of torsion-free cancellation was
* Work partially supported by National Science Council, Republic of China.
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w x w xstudied by Wiegand 25 and Swan 20 . The multiplicative structure of the
Grothendieck ring of L lattices was studied by Rudko and Jones and
w xMichler 8 . For more details of the history of integral representations, see
w x3, Chap. 4 .
The purpose of this paper is to construct integral representations of
cyclic groups of order p2 over a Dedekind domain satisfying the conditions
Ž . Ž . Ž .R1 and R2 see Definition 1.2 . As mentioned before, the case when
w xthe Dedekind domain is Z was considered by Reiner 18 . However, this
paper is independent of previous results of Reiner, because we study L
lattices via pull-back diagrams instead of the extension groups Ext. Even in
the case when the Dedekind domain R is Z, it seems that our formulation
is more convenient for applications and provides another perspective of
integral representations. A similar approach to the case of cyclic groups of
prime order and of square-free order may be carried out also. As a sample,
w xlet us state the formulation of Reiner's theorem 16 , which was recast in
w x19, Theorem 4.19, p. 74 :
THEOREM 1.1. Let p be any prime number and R be any Dedekind
w x Ž .domain such that the principal idea pR is a maximal ideal and R T rF T isp
Ž .a Dedekind domain, where F T is the pth cyclotomic polynomial. Thenp
w x Ž p .e¤ery lattice o¤er A [ R T r T y 1 is a direct sum of rank 1 projecti¤e
w x Ž . Ž w x Ž ..modules o¤er A, R T rF T , or R , R T r T y 1 .p
Ž w x Ž .The reader should keep it in mind that a module over R T rF T orp
w x Ž .R T r T y 1 is regarded as an A module by the canonical projection
w x Ž . w x Ž .A “ R T rF T or A “ R T r T y 1 . We shall adopt this practice inp
.various similar cases in this paper without further explanation.
DEFINITION 1.2. From now on we shall consider integral representa-
tions of cyclic groups of order p2. For emphasis, we recall that p is a prime
w x Ž p2 .number, L [ R T r T y 1 , where R is a Dedekind domain satisfying
the following conditions:
Ž . Ž .R1 The principal ideal pR / 0 is a maximal idea in R.
Ž . w x Ž . w x Ž .2R2 Both the rings R T rF T and R T rF T are Dedekindp p
domains.
Ž .Note that the condition R1 ensures that char R s 0. Besides the ring
of integers or the ring of p-adic integers, the ring of integers O of theK
Ž .following algebraic number field K also satisfies the conditions R1 and
Ž .R2 , where
'Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .i K s Q exp 2p y 1 rn with p ƒ n and F X being irre-n
w xducible in ZrpZ X or
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'Ž . Ž .ii K s Q n , where p is an odd prime number, p ƒ n, and
Ž .nrp s y1.
Ž .See Examples 2.5]2.7 for more details.
Before stating our results, let us fix some terminology and notation.
DEFINITION 1.3. Define
w x p2 w x 2L [ R T r T y 1 , A [ R T rF T ,Ž .Ž . 1 p
pp ² :w x w xA [ R T r T y 1 , A [ R T r p , T y 1 .Ž . Ž .2 0
The following maps are canonical projections:
p : L “ A for 1 F i F 2,i i
p : A “ A for 1 F i F 2,i i 0
j² :w xp j : A “ A “ R T r p , T y 1Ž . Ž .i i 0
for 1 F i F 2, 1 F j F p ,
py1 jX ² : ² :w x w x w xp j : R T rF T “ R T r p , T y 1 “ R T r p , T y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 p
for 1 F j F p y 1,
Y ² :w x w xp : R T r T y 1 “ R T r p , T y 1 .Ž .
Ž .DEFINITION 1.4. For 1 F j F p, the ring L j is defined by the pull-back
diagram
6
Ž . AL j 1
Ž .p j1
6
6
j6 w x ² Ž . :A R T r p , T y 12 Ž .p j2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .4i.e., L j [ a , a g A = A : p j a s p j a .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .Note that if j - j , there is a natural inclusion from L j into L j .1 2 2 1
Ž .L p is nothing but L itself.
XŽ .DEFINITION 1.5. For 1 F j F p y 1, the ring L j is defined by the
pull-back diagram
X 6Ž .L j A1
6
Ž .p j1
6
j6w x Ž . w x ² Ž . :R T rF T R T r p , T y 1Xp Ž .p j2
XŽ . w x Ž . Ž .2Note that L p y 1 , R T rF T F T .p p
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DEFINITION 1.6. The ring LY is defined by the pull-back diagram
Y 6
L A .1
6
Ž .p 11
66w x Ž . w x ² :YR T r T y 1 R T r p , T y 1p2
Y w x Ž . Ž .2Note that L ( R T r T y 1 F T .p
THEOREM 1.7. A full list of indecomposable L lattices is as follows:
Type I. Any rank 1 projecti¤e module o¤er the ¤arious rings
w x w xA , A , R T rF T , R T r T y 1 , L j for 1 F j F p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 p
L
X j for 1 F j F p y 1, and LY .Ž .
Ž . ŽType II; j for 2 F j F p y 1. If p s 2, there is no L lattice of Type
Ž . .II; j .
Ž .Type III; j for 1 F j F p y 1.
Ž .See Theorem 5.1 for more details.
Ž . Ž .The description of lattices of Types II, j and III; j will be given below
in Definitions 1.9 and 1.10.
DEFINITION 1.8. Let M , P, Q, and S be rank 1 projective modules1
w x Ž . Ž w x Ž ..over A , A , R T rF T , and R , R T r T y 1 , respectively. Note1 2 p
that both M m A and P m A are free A modules of rank 1.1 A 0 A 0 01 2
Moreover, Q m A can be regarded as a free module of rank 1 overA 02w x ² Ž . py1:R T r p, T y 1 because
w xQ A , Q R T rF T AŽ .m m m0 p 0ž /
A w x Ž . AR T rF T2 2p
w x, Q R T rF T AŽ .m mp 0ž /
w x Ž . AR T rF T 2p
py1² :w x, Q R T r p , T y 1 .Ž .m
w x Ž .R T rF Tp
Ž w x ²Similarly, S m R is a rank 1 free module over RrpR , R T r p, T yA2
:.1 .
Therefore, all these modules are cyclic modules when regarded as A0
modules. We choose generators w, x, y, and z for them, i.e., M m A s1 A 01
A w, P m A s A x, Q m A s A y, and S m A s A z. When the0 A 0 0 A 0 0 A 0 02 2 2
maps M “ A w, P “ A x, Q “ A y, and S “ A z are unspecified, they1 0 0 0 0
are understood to be the canonical projections.
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Ž .DEFINITION 1.9. For 2 F j F p y 1, a L lattice of Type II; j is the
pull-back of the diagram
M1
6
q1
j6 w x ² Ž . :R T r p , T y 1 ,P [ S q2
where M , P, and S are rank 1 projective modules over A , A , and R,1 1 2
respectively, with the map q and q defined by1 2
qÄ1 j6 ² :w xq : M “ A w R T r p , T y 1 , w ‹ l ,Ž .1 1 0 1
qÄ2 j6 ² :w xq : P [ S “ A x [ A z R T r p , T y 1 ,Ž .2 0 0
jy1x ‹ l , z ‹ a T y 1 ,Ž .2
Ž w x ² Ž . j:. Ž . Žwhere l , l g U R T r p, T y 1 and a g U RrpR . Note that for1 2
Ž . .a commutative ring B, U B denotes its group of units.
We shall say that M is defined by M and P [ S with transition matrix1
l 0 01
.jy1ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .2
Ž .DEFINITION 1.10. For 1 F j F p y 1, a lattice of Type III; j is the
pull-back of the diagram
M1
6
q1
j6 w x ² Ž . :R T r p , T y 1 ,Q [ S q2
w x Ž .where M , Q, and S are rank 1 projective modules over A , R T rF T ,1 1 p
and R, respectively, with the maps q and q defined by1 2
qÄ1 j6 ² :w xq : M “ A w R T r p , T y 1 , w ‹ l ,Ž .1 1 0 1
qÄ2 j6 ² :w xq : Q [ S “ A y [ A z R T r p , T y 1 ,Ž .2 0 0
jy1y ‹ l , z ‹ a T y 1 ,Ž .2
Ž w x ² Ž . j:. Ž .where l , l g U R T r p, T y 1 and a g U RrpR .1 2
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We shall say that M is defined by M and Q [ S with transition matrix1
l 0 01
.jy1ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .2
The invariants of L lattices of Type I can be studied via Picard groups
wover various rings and the associated Mayer]Vietoris sequences 15,
xTheorem 3.3, p. 28; 9, Sect. 4 .
Ž .DEFINITION 1.11. For 2 F j F p y 1, denote by Ý II; j the set of all
Ž .isomorphism classes of L lattices of Type II; j . For 1 F j F p y 1, denote
Ž . Ž .by S III; j the set of all isomorphism classes of L lattices of Type III; j .
DEFINITION 1.12. For 1 F j F p y 1, let W be the cokernel of thej
Ž w x Ž .. Ž w x ² Ž . j:.group homomorphism U R T rF T “ U R T r p, T y 1 , whichp
X Ž . w x Ž . w x ² Žis induced by the canonical projection p j : R T rF T “ R T r p, T2 p
. j:y 1 .
For 1 F j F p y 1, let V be the cokernel of the group homomorphismj
w xU A = U R T rF R = U RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 p
j² :w x“ U R T r p , T y 1 = U RrpR ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
y1 y1m , h , p ‹ mh , m p ,Ž . Ž .
where m, h, p are the images of m, h, p in the corresponding target
groups, respectively.
Finally, X is the cokernel of the map
2U T = U RrpR “ U RrpRŽ . Ž . Ž .
2 2p , a ‹ p a ,Ž .
Ž .2  2 Ž .4where U RrpR [ a : a g U RrpR , the subgroup of square classes in
Ž .U RrpR .
THEOREM 1.13. For 1 F j F p y 1, there is a set-theoretic bijection gj
defined by
w xg : III; j “ Pic A = Pic R T rF T = Pic R = V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýj 1 p j
y1w x w x w x w xM ‹ M , Q , S , l l , l ,ž /1 1 2 1ž /
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where M is the L lattice defined by M and Q [ S with transition matrix1
l 0 01
.jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .2
ŽThe transition matrix may be simplified as above by the arguments in
.Case 3 of Section 5. See Theorem 5.1 also.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.14. Assume that i p / 2, Pic R s 0, and U A “1
Ž . Ž .U RrpR is surjecti¤e or ii p s 2 and R s Z or a discrete ¤aluation ring of
Ž .rank 1 DVR . For 2 F j F p y 1, there is a set-theoretic bijection f definedj
by
f : II; j “ Pic A = Pic A = W = X ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj 1 2 jy1
w x w x w xM ‹ M , P , l, l ,Ž .1
where M is the L lattice defined by M and P [ R with transition matrix1
1 0 0
.jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .
Ž .The transition matrix may be simplified as above by Lemma 7.3.
DEFINITION 1.15. For any maximal ideal M in R, R denotes theM
Ãlocalization of R at M and R denotes the completion of R . We shallM M
define
Ã ÃL [ L R , L [ L R .m mM M M M
R R
If M and M X are two L lattices, we shall say that M and M X belong to
the same genus if
Ã ÃM L , M Lm mM M
L L
for any maximal idea M in R.
THEOREM 1.16. Let M and M X be two indecomposable L lattices. Then M
and M X belong to the same genus if and only if one of the following three
Ž . Xstatements holds: i both M and M are rank 1 projecti¤e modules o¤er the
Ž . X Ž .same ring considered in Theorem 1.7, ii both M and M are of Type II; j
Ž . X Ž .for the same j, or iii both M and M are of Type III; j for the same j.
We remark that, besides Z or DVRs, there are lots of Dedekind
Ž . Ž .domains and prime numbers p satisfying conditions R1 , R2 , and the
Ž . Ž .surjectivity for the map U A “ U RrpR i.e., the extra assumption in1
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'Ž .Theorem 1.14; for example let R [ Z q Z 1 q 5 r2 and p s 59. In
fact, if the order of the image of some fundamental unit of a real quadratic
Ž . Ž . 2field satisfying R1 and R2 is p y 1 in RrpR, then the pair R and p is
a candidate. Moreover, in case R s Z, Theorems 1.7, 1.13, 1.14, and 1.16
w Ž . xcorrespond to 18, Theorem 7.3; 3, 34.35 Theorem, p. 739 .
It remains to determine the structure of the groups W , V , and X. Whenj j
Ž . Ž .R s Z, X s 0 if p ’ 2 or p ’ 3 mod 4 and X , Z if p ’ 1 mod 4 . On2
w xthe other hand, the structure of W has been studied by Galovich 4 ,j
w xKervaire and Murthy 10, Sect. 6 when R s Z and the prime number p is
Ža semiregular prime number. Sometimes a semiregular prime number is
called a properly irregular prime number. See Definition 6.3 for more
.details. Since Vandiver's conjecture suggests that every prime number is
w xsemiregular 24, Remark, p. 159 and this conjecture has been verified for
w xprime numbers less than 4,000,000 23, 1 , we cannot help but persuade
Ž .ourselves that the problem has been solved for most or many? prime
numbers.
Finally we should like to point out that in deducing our results, no
previous results or knowledge of the theory of orders and integral repre-
sentations is assumed. A good understanding of commutative algebra and
w xthe theory of projective modules 14; 15, pp. 19]32 will be enough to solve
the problem considered in this paper. In fact we regard the group ring
w x Ž p2 .L s R T r T y 1 as a one-dimensional noetherian ring whose spec-
trum is patched by two proper closed subspaces along a nonreduced closed
subscheme. Such a viewpoint is different from the usual technique of
w xextensions of lattices 18, Sects. 1]3 . This approach of studying L lattices
w x w xwas adopted by Swan 19, pp. 77]83 , Haefner and Klinger 6 , and others.
An advantage of this approach is that it ensures the construction of
indecomposable lattices more explicitly. We remark that by our method it
is rather straightforward and functorial to determine the isomorphism
classes.
The paper is organized as follows. We list some lemmas in Section 2 and
the basic facts of pull-back diagrams are recalled in Section 3. The
companion matrix is introduced in Section 4. It will be shown in Section 5
that in order to decompose a lattice into a direct sum of indecomposable
lattices, it will suffice to simplify the companion matrix associated to the
lattice. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.7 is finished. In Section 6, Theorem
1.13 is proved while Theorem 1.14 is proved in Section 7. The determina-
tion of W is discussed in the last section and Theorem 1.16 is proved.j
Standing Notation
All the notation introduced in this section will remain in force for
subsequent sections unless otherwise specified. In particular, L [
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w x Ž p2 . w xR T r T y 1 , where p is a prime number, R T is the polynomial ring
Ž . Ž .over R, R is a Dedekind domain satisfying conditions R1 and R2 in
w x Ž . w x Ž p .2Definition 1.2, A [ R T rF T , A [ R T r T y 1 , and A [1 p 2 0
w x ² Ž . p: Ž .R T r p, T y 1 . For a positive integer n, F T is the nth cyclotomicn
Ž . Ž .polynomial. For a commutative ring B, Pic B and U B denote the Picard
group of B and the group of units in B. Most of the morphisms we
consider are canonical projections. For example, if n g A , we shall denote2
by n the various images of n under the projections from A into2
w x Ž . w x ² Ž . j:R T rF T or R T r p, T y 1 without further explanation, if thep
codomain of the projection is clear from the context. A discrete valuation
ring of rank 1 is abbreviated DVR. All the terminology we use is standard.
w xThe unexplained terminology can be checked in 14, 15, 19, 26 .
2. SOME LEMMAS
LEMMA 2.1. Let B be a commutati¤e ring. I be an ideal in B, M be a
finitely generated B module, and N be a finitely generated BrI module.
Assume that
Ž .i BrI is a zero-dimensional principal ideal ring, i.e., dim BrI s 0
and each ideal in BrI is generated by one element;
Ž .ii M s M [ M [ ??? [ M , where each M is a rank 1 projecti¤e1 2 m i
B module;
Ž .iii The minimal number of generators for N is l and N s N [ N1 2
[ ??? [ N , where each N is a cyclic BrI module.l j
Ž .If w : M “ N is any surjection of B modules , then there is an automor-
Ž . Ž .phism c : M “ M such that w (c M s N for 1 F i F l and w (c M si i i
0 for l q 1 F i F m. In particular, m G l.
w xRemark. Compare 19, Corollary 4.24, p. 77 and the above lemma.
Proof. Since BrI is a zero-dimensional principal ideal ring, write
BrI s B [ ??? [ B , 1Ž .1 n
where each B is a zero-dimensional local ring whose maximal ideal isi
w xgenerated by u 26, Theorem 33, p. 245 . Let a be the positive integer soi i
that ua i s 0 and ua iy1 / 0. Since BrI, B , . . . , B , are principal ideali i 1 n
rings, finitely generated modules are direct sums of cyclic modules. In fact,
all the cyclic modules, including the zero module, of B are of the formi
B rulB , 0 F l F a .i i i i
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Consider the factorization of w s w (w ,2 1
w w1 26 6M MrIM N ,
where w is the natural projection.1
Note that MrIM is a projective module of constant rank m over BrI.
Hence we have
MrIM , B m [ ??? [ B m . 2Ž .1 n
Consider the decomposition of N , 1 F j F l, relative to the decomposi-j
Ž .tion of BrI in 1 . Write
N s N [ ??? [ N ,j j , 1 j , n
where each N is a cyclic module over B . Note that it is allowed thatj, i i
N s 0 for some i.j, i
Ž m.Note that w B s N [ N [ ??? [ N ; in particular, m G l since l2 i 1, i 2, i l, i
is the minimal number of generators of N. Furthermore, we get a surjec-
tion w : B m “ N [ N [ ??? [ N .2 i 1, i 2, i l, i
Let z be the generator of N , i.e., N s B z , 1 F t F l. Whent t, i t, i i t
N s 0, we understand z s 0. Thus we have the surjectiont, i t
w : B m “ B ? z 3Ž .[2 i i t
1FtFl
Ž . m Ž .In 2 , B , M [ ??? [ M m B . Choose x g M , . . . , x g M soi 1 m B i 1 1 m m
m Žthat B , [ B ? x , where x is the image of x in M m B . Fori i j j j j B i1F jF m
different is, these m elements x , . . . , x might be chosen in different1 m
.ways.
Ž .In 3 , take modulo the maximal ideal u B . We get a surjection ofi i
vector spaces over the field B ru B :i i i
w : B ru B x “ B ru B z .Ž . Ž .[ [2 i i i j i i i t
1FjFm 1FtFl
Ž . Ž .Choose a basis y , . . . , y in [ B ru B x so that w y s z for1 m i i i j t t1F jF m
1 F t F l and w maps the remaining y s into zero. Lift y , . . . , y toj 1 m
 4y , . . . , y in [ B ? x . By Nakayama's lemma, y , . . . , y is also a1 m i j 1 m1F jF m
Ž .free basis of the module [ B ? x . Find an a g SL B and ani j i m i1F jF m
 4 invertible element c in B so that a maps x , . . . , x onto cy , y , . . . ,i i 1 m 1 2
4 Ž . Ž .y with a x s cy , a x s y for 2 F t F m.m i 1 1 i t t
Ž .For each i, 1 F i F n, construct a g SL B as above. Let a be thei m i
automorphism of MrIM , B m [ ??? [ B m whose ith component is a .1 n i
Ž .Since det a s 1 and BrI is a zero-dimensional noetherian ring, by
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Lemma 2.2. below, a can be written as a finite product of elementary
matrices. Now a can be lifted to an automorphism c of M by Lemma 2.3
below. Moreover, c has the required property.
For the sake of completeness, we record the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 2.2. If L is a commutati¤e ring with Jacobson radical J, suppose
Ž .that, for any c g SL LrJ , c can be written as a finite product ofm
Ž .elementary matrices o¤er LrJ. Then, for any w g SL L , w can be writtenm
as a finite product of elementary matrices o¤er L.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose w g SL L . Let F: SL L “ SL LrJ be them m m
group homomorphism induced by the natural projection L “ LrJ. De-
Ž . Ž .note F w s c g SL LrJ . By the assumption, c s c c ??? c form 1 2 n
some integer n so that each c is an elementary matrix. Choose anyi
Ž .elementary matrix w over L for each 1 F i F n so that F w s c . Theni i i
w s w w w ??? w 4Ž .0 1 2 n
Ž .for some w g ker F . Write0
w s b ,Ž .0 i j 1Fi , jFm
where b , b , . . . , b g 1 q J and b g J if i / j. Since b is invertible11 22 m , n i j i i
for 1 F i F m, it follows that w can be transformed into a diagonal matrix0
 4diag b , . . . , b by successive elementary row and column operations,1 m
Ž . Ž .where b g 1 q J for 1 F i F m. By 4 , it is clear that det w s 1 andi 0
thus b ??? b s 1. Now, by similar transformations, the matrix1 m
 4diag b , . . . , b can be transformed to the identity matrix. Hence the1 m
result.
w xLEMMA 2.3 19, Lemma 4.23, p. 76]76 . Let B be a commutati¤e ring, I
an ideal in B and let M be a finitely generated B module. Assume that
Ž .i M s M [ M [ ??? [ M , where each M is a rank 1 projecti¤e1 2 m i
B module;
Ž .ii for 1 F i F m, M rIM is a free BrI module with basis x , wherei i i
x g M .i i
Suppose that a is an automorphism of MrIM such that a is an elementary
matrix o¤er BrI with respect to the basis x , . . . , x . Then there exists an1 m
automorphism c : M “ M so that the following diagram commutes,
c 6
M M
6 6
a 6
MrIM MrIM ,
where the ¤ertical maps are the canonical projections.
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Proof. We may write
a s 1 q aeji
for some a g B and some i / j. Let
g : M rIM “ M rIMi i j j
Ž .be defined by g x s a x . Since M is a projective B module, we can findi j i
f : M “ M so that the following diagram commutes:i j
f 6
M Mi j
6 6g 6
M rIM M rIM .i i j j
Let e be the endomorphism of M by sending M to M via f andi j
sending all other M to zero for t / i. Since i / j, we find e (e s 0 andt
hence 1 q e is the desired automorphism on M lifting a .
For the convenience of the reader, we record one more lemma of
elementary nature, whose proof is omitted.
LEMMA 2.4. If B is a Dedekind domain and I is a nonzero ideal in B, then
BrI is a zero-dimensional principal ideal ring.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.5. Let n be a positive integer such that p ƒ n and F X isn'w x w Ž .xirreducible in ZrpZ X . Let R [ Z exp 2p y 1 rn . Then R satisfies
Ž . Ž .conditions R1 and R2 in Definition 1.2.
Ž . w xSince F X is irreducible in ZrpZ X , it follows that pR is a maximaln
w xideal in R by Kummer's theorem 26, Theorem 34, p. 317 .
2'w x Ž . Ž w Ž .x.2On the other hand, R and Z T rF T , Z exp 2p y 1 rp arep
linearly disjoint over Z because
2' 'Q exp 2p y 1 rn m Q exp 2p y 1 rp : QŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 2's w n ? p s Q exp 2p y 1 rnp :QŽ . Ž .Ž .
2' 's Q exp 2p y 1 rn Q exp 2p y 1 rp :Q .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
w x Ž .2Hence the ring of integers in the quotient field of R m Z T rF T isZ p
w x Ž . w x Ž . w Ž . x2 2just R m Z T rF T s R T rF T by 13, Proposition 1.4 , p. 91 . InZ p p
w x Ž . w x Ž .2particular, R T rF T is a Dedekind domain. Similarly, R T rF T isp p
also a Dedekind domain.
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EXAMPLE 2.6. Let n be a nonzero square-free integer and R be the
'Ž .ring of integers on Q n . Assume that
Ž .i p ƒ n.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii n ’ 5 mod 8 when p ’ 2, and nrp s y1 when p is an odd
prime number.
Ž . Ž .Then R satisfies conditions R1 and R2 in Definition 1.2.
w x Ž .By 26, Theorem 32, p. 313 , R satisfies the condition R1 . Applying
w Ž . xsimilar arguments as in Example 2.5 and using 13, Proposition 1.4 , p. 91 ,
Ž .it is easy to verify that R satisfies R2 .
EXAMPLE 2.7. Using similar arguments as in Examples 2.5 and 2.6, we
find that if R is a Dedekind domain with quotient field K such that K and
2'Ž Ž ..Q exp 2p y 1 rp are linearly disjoint over Q, e.g., when K is an
w x Ž 2 . 2algebraic number field with K :Q and w p s p y p being relatively
prime or when Q is algebraically closed in K, then R satisfies condition
Ž .R2 .
3. PULL-BACK DIAGRAMS
Ž . p2Let I and I be ideals in L generated by F T and T y 1,1 2 p
respectively. If M is a L lattice, define
 4K [ ¤ g M ; I ? ¤ s 0 for 1 F i F 2;i i
M [ MrK , M [ MrK , M [ Mr K q K .Ž .1 2 2 1 0 1 2
It is easy to check that M is an A module for 0 F i F 2 and both Ki i i
and M are L lattices for 1 F i F 2. Moreover, the following are pull-backi
diagrams of rings and modules, respectively,
p g1 16 6
AL MM1 1
6 6
p gp q2 21 1
6 66 6
A A M M2 0 2 0p q2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ži.e., for any a g A resp. a g M for i s 1, 2 with p a s p a resp.i i i i 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .. Ž .q a s q a , there is a unique element a g A resp. a g M so that1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž Ž . .p a s a resp. g a s a , where all the maps are canonical projections.i i i i
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Conversely, if both q and q are surjective, and M is a pull-back of the1 2
diagram
M1
6
q1
6
MM 02 q2
where M is an A module for 0 F i F 2, and both M and M arei i 1 2
torsion-free over R, then M is a L lattice; we shall denote M by
Ž .pbk M , M , M ; q , q . Moreover, if we now use M to construct the1 2 0 1 2
pull-back diagram of the preceding paragraph, we see that the two pull-back
diagrams are isomorphic.
Suppose that M and M X are two L lattices and define M , M , M ,1 2 0
M X , M X , M X as above. It is clear that if w : M “ M X is a homomorphism1 2 0
over L, then w induces homomorphisms w : M “ M X over A for 0 Fi i i i
i F 2.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M and M X be A modules for 0 F i F 2, M si i i
Ž . X Ž X X X X X .pbk M , M , M ; q , q , and M s pbk M , M , M ; q , q , where q and1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 i
qX are epimorphisms for 1 F i F 2. If w : M “ M X is a homomorphism o¤eri
L, then there are induced homomorphisms w : M “ M X o¤er A for 0 F i Fi i i i
2 so that the following two diagrams commute:
w w1 2X X6 6M M M M1 1 2 2
6 6
X Xq qq q1 21 2
6 6
X X6 6M M M M0 0 0 0w w0 0
Con¤ersely, gi¤en homomorphisms f : M “ M X o¤er A making the abo¤ei i i i
diagrams commute, we obtain a unique homomorphism f : M “ M X inducing
the f . Moreo¤er, in this situation, f is an isomorphism if and only if each fi i
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Assume the existence of w for 0 F i F 2. Define w : M “ M Xi
ŽŽ .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .by w ¤ , ¤ [ w ¤ , w ¤ , where ¤ g M and q ¤ s q ¤ . Con-1 2 1 1 2 2 i i 1 1 2 2
X Žversely, suppose that w : M “ M is an isomorphism resp. homomor-
. X Xphism . Since M and M are uniquely determined by M and M , e.g.,i i
 4  4M [ Cokernel K “ M and K [ ¤ g M: I ? ¤ s 0 , the homomor-1 2 2 2
phisms w are also uniquely determined.i
LEMMA 3.2. Let B be any commutati¤e noetherian ring and M be a rank 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .projecti¤e B module. Then End M s B and Aut M s U B .B B
Ž .Proof. It suffices to show that End M s B. Obviously, B is a subringB
Ž . Ž .of End M . It remains to show that the inclusion B “ End M is anB B
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isomorphism as B modules. We may check it at every localization of B,
but it is certainly the case in the local situation.
Notation 3.3. Suppose P is a rank 1 projective A module and S is a2
w x Ž .rank 1 projective module over R , R T r T y 1 . We shall write an
Ž .endomorphism w g End P [ S asA2
n w1
w s ,ž /w l2
Ž . Ž . Ž .where n g End P s A , w g End S, P , w g End P, S , and l gA 2 1 A 2 A2 2 2
Ž .End S s R. We shall identify w (w with an element in R. SimilarA 2 12
notation works for endomorphisms of Q [ S when Q is a rank 1 projec-
w x Ž .tive module over R T rF T .p
LEMMA 3.4. Let P, Q, and S be rank 1 projecti¤e modules o¤er A ,2
w x Ž .R T rF T , and R, respecti¤ely. Thenp
n w1Aut P [ S s g End P [ S : w (w y nl g U RŽ . Ž . Ž .A A 2 12 2½ ž /w l2
w xand n g U R T rF T ,Ž .Ž .p 5
End Q, S s End S, Q s 0,Ž . Ž .A A2 2
h 0
Aut Q [ S s g End Q [ S :Ž . Ž .A A½2 2ž /0 l
w xh g U R T rF T and l g U R .Ž . Ž .Ž .p 5
Ž Ž .Note that in Aut P [ S , one of n denotes the image of n in R, theA2 w x Ž . .other denotes the image of n in R T rF T .p
Proof. Let
n w1
w s g End P [ S .Ž .A2ž /w l2
We shall show that w is an automorphism if and only if w (w y nl g2 1
Ž . Ž w x Ž ..U R and n g U R T rF T .p
ŽSince the properties we consider respect the local]global principle with
.respect to maximal ideals in R , hence we may assume that both P s A2
Ž .  Ž . 4and S s R. In this case, w g End R, A s a g A : T y 1 ? a s 01 A 2 22
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 Ž . 4 Ž .s sF T g A : s g R , and w g End A , R s R. Thus, we mayp 2 2 A 22
write
n sF TŽ .pw s ,ž /r l
where r, s g R. Note that w (w becomes the multiplication by prs.2 1
Ž . w x ŽSuppose that w is an automorphism. Then w : P [ R m R T r T yA2
. Ž . w x Ž . Ž .1 “ P [ R m R T r T y 1 is also an automorphism. Since P [ RA2
2w x Ž .m R T r T y 1 , R and w becomesA2
n ps g GL R ,Ž .2ž /r l
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .it follows that prs y nl g U R . Similarly, w : P [ S m R T rF TA p2
Ž . w x Ž .“ P [ S m R T rF T is an automorphism and w becomesA p2
n 0
.ž /r l
Ž w x Ž ..Thus n g U R T rF T .p
Ž .On the other hand, suppose that prs y nl g U R , and n g
Ž w x Ž ..U R T rF T . We shall show that w is an automorphism.p
Note that
6 w x Ž .R T rF TA p2
6 66w x Ž . w x ² :R , R T r T y 1 R T r p , T y 1
is a pull-back diagram, where all the maps are the canonical projections.
Hence we may regard A [ R as the pull-back of the diagram2
w x Ž .R T rF Tp
66 w x ² :R T r p , T y 1 , RrpR ,R [ R
h
where the vertical map is the canonical projection and the horizontal map
ŽŽ ..h is defined by h r , r s r .1 2 1
By Lemma 3.1, it is easy to see that the endomorphism w is represented
by
c c1 26 6w x Ž . w x Ž .R T rF T R T rF T R [ R R [ Rp p
6 6
6 6
h h
66 RrpR RrpR ,RrpR RrpR c0c0
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w x Ž .where c is the multiplication by n g R T rF T , c is the multiplica-1 p 0
tion by n g RrpR, and c is given by2
n ps
.ž /r l
By assumptions, c is an automorphism for 0 F i F 2. Hence w is ani
automorphism by Lemma 3.1.
Ž .To show that End Q, S s 0, as before it suffices to consider the caseA2
w x Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..when Q s R T rF T and S s R. But End A rF T , A r T y 1 ,p A 2 p 22
 Ž . Ž . 4 ² Ž .:a g A : T y 1 a s F T a s 0 s 0 since T y 1, F T l R s pR2 p p
and A is torsion-free over R.2
Ž . Ž .We leave it for the reader to determine End S, Q and Aut Q [ S .A A2 2
Notation 3.5. Suppose that P is a rank 1 projective A module such2
that P m R is a free module. Hence we write P m R s R ? z andA A2 2
choose a preimage ¤ g P of z. By the local]global principle, we find that
 Ž . 4 Ž .w g P: T y 1 ? w s 0 s F T ? P. It is easy to check that for anyp
Ž . Ž . Ž .w g End R, P , w 1 s sF T ¤ for some s g R. On the other hand,1 A 1 p2
Ž .for any w g End P, R , w factors through the canonical projection2 A 22 wÄ2 6 Ž .from P onto P m R s R ? z. If w : P “ R ? z R and w ¤ s r, i.e.,A 2 22
Ž .w z s r, we shall identify w with the ``multiplication'' by r. Hence anyÄ2 2
Ž .w g End P [ R will be written asA2
n sF TŽ .pw s ,ž /r l
where n g A and r, s, l g R. Since P m R s R ? z, it follows that P m2 A A2 2w x ² : Ž .R T r p, T y 1 s RrpR ? z. By Nakayama's lemma, it follows that
P A s A zX ,m 0 0
A2
X XŽwhere z is the image of ¤ g P in P m A . Note that ¤ ‹ z ‹ z g PA 02
.m RrpR.A2
 X 4Hence, relative to the basis z , 1 , w m id can be written asA A2 0
n 0
.ž /r l
Ž .LEMMA 3.6. All the L lattices of Type I, Type II; j for 2 F j F p y 1,
Ž .and Type III; j for 1 F j F p y 1 in Theorem 1.7 are indecomposable.
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Proof. Let M be any lattice described in Theorem 1.7. Define M , M ,1 2
and M as the beginning of this section so that each M is an A module0 i i
Ž .for 0 F i F 2 and M s pbk M , M , M ; q , q .1 2 0 1 2
Suppose that M decomposes. Then there exists a nontrivial idempotent
Ž . 2e g End M , i.e., e s e, e / 0, 1. This endomorphism determines idem-A
Ž .potent endomorphisms e g End M for 0 F i F 2 so that the followingi A ii
diagrams commute:
e e1 26 6
M M M .M1 1 2 2
6 6
q qq q1 21 2
6 66 6
M M M M0 0 0 0e e0 0
Ž .We shall provide the proof for the case when M is of Type II; j and
leave the verification of other cases to the reader.
Ž .If M is of Type II; j , then M is defined by M and M [ P [ S, where1 2
M , P, and S are rank 1 projective modules over A , A , and R,1 1 2
respectively.
Ž .Since A is a Dedekind domain and e g End M s A by Lemma1 1 A 1 11
3.2, it follows that e s 1 or 0 because A has no nontrivial idempotent.1 1
Hence e s 0 or 1 also.0
Suppose that e s 0. Thus e s 0 also. Since e / 0, it follows that1 0
Ž .e / 0. Hence e P [ S is a nonzero direct summand of P [ S. By the2 2
wuniqueness of integral representations of the cyclic group of order p 16;
x Ž . Ž .19, Theorem 4.19, p. 74 , we find that e P [ S s P [ S or e P [ S is2 2
Ž .isomorphic to P or S. In particular, e P [ S contains a direct summand2
Ž . Ž Ž ..of P [ S which is isomorphic to P or S. Thus q e P [ S / 0. But2 2
this contradicts the fact that q ( e s e ( q and e s 0.2 2 0 2 0
Suppose that e s 1, and therefore e s 1. We shall show that the only1 0
idempotent endomorphism making the second diagram commute is the
identity. Hence e s 1.
It remains to show that q s q ( e implies that e s 1. Localizing at2 2 2 2
any maximal ideal of R, we may assume that P s A and S s R. Adopting2
the convention in Notation 3.5, write
n sF TŽ .pe s ,2 ž /r l
where n g A , r, s, l g R.2
By Definition 1.9, the equality q ( e s q is equivalent to2 2 2
n sF TŽ .jy1 jy1 pl a T y 1 s l a T y 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2 ž /r l
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jy1 jŽ . Ž . w x ² Ž . :Hence we get that l 1 y n s ar T y 1 in R T r p, T y 12
jŽ . Ž w x ² Ž . :.and a l y 1 s 0 in RrpR. Since j G 2 and l g U R T r p, T y 1 ,2
Ž .a g U RrpR , thus n s 1 s l in RrpR. Hence n q l y 1 / 0 in RrpR
and therefore n q l y 1 / 0 in R.
Compare the entries of the matrix e2 s e . It follows that2 2
n 2 y n q rsF T s s n q l y 1 F T s 0 in AŽ . Ž . Ž .p p 2
and
2l y l q prs s r n q l y 1 s 0 in R .Ž .
2 2Since n q l y 1 / 0 in R, it follows that r s 0, l s l, and n s n . Since
A has no nontrivial idempotent and n s l s 1 in RrpR, it follows that2
n s 1, l s 1, and thus s s 0.
X Ž .LEMMA 3.7. Let M and M be L lattices of Type II; j for 2 F j F p y 1,
Ž X.defined by M and P [ S for both M and M . If1
l 0 0 lX 0 01 1
andjy1 jy1X Xž / ž /0 l a T y 1 0 l a T y 1Ž . Ž .2 2
are the transition matrices of M and M X, respecti¤ely, then M , M X if and only
jŽ w x ² Ž . :. Ž .if there exist l g U R T r p, T y 1 , m g U A , n g A , r g RrpR,0 1 2
and
n c1
c [ g Aut P [ SŽ .A2ž /c p2
so that
l 0 0l 0 10
jy1ž /0 l ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .0 2
X m 0 0l 0 01
s 5Ž .0 n 0jy1X Xž /0 l a T y 1Ž .  02 0 r p
w x ² Ž . j:as matrices o¤er R T r p, T y 1 .
Proof. We shall prove the ``only if'' direction, leaving the converse to
the reader. Choose an isomorphism f: M “ M X and let l g0
Ž w x ² Ž . j:. Ž . Ž .U R T r p, T y 1 , m g U A , c g Aut P [ S stand for the au-1 A2
tomorphisms w , w , w in Lemma 3.1. Write c in the form of Lemma 3.4.0 1 2
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Ž .Let c : P m A s A x “ S m A s A z be given by c x s rz with2 A 0 0 A 0 0 22 2
r g RrpR. Note that c : S m A “ P m A is the zero map since1 A 0 A 02 2
Ž . Ž .c S ; F T ? P.1 p
Note that the commutativity of the two diagrams in Lemma 3.1 is
equivalent to
Xl l s l m0 1 1
and
jy1 jy1 n 0X Xl l a T y 1 s l a T y 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 2 2 ž /r p
Ž .which is equivalent to 5 . Hence the result.
The proof of the following lemma is the same as that of Lemma 3.7, so
the proof is omitted.
X Ž .LEMMA 3.8. Let M and M be lattices of Type III; j for 1 F j F p y 1,
Ž X.defined by M and Q [ S for both M and M . If1
l 0 0 lX 0 01 1
andjy1 jy1X Xž / ž /0 l a T y 1 0 l a T y 1Ž . Ž .2 2
are the transition matrices of M and M X, respecti¤ely, then M , M X if and
Ž w x ² Ž . j:. Ž . Ž w xonly if there exist l g U R T r p, T y 1 , m g U A , h g U R T r0 1
Ž .. Ž .F T , and p g U R so thatp
l 0 0l 0 10
jy1ž /0 l ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .0 2
X m 0 0l 0 01
s 0 h 0jy1X Xž /0 l a T y 1Ž .  02 0 0 p
w x ² Ž . j:as matrices o¤er R T r p, T y 1 .
4. COMPANION MATRICES
Let M be any L lattice. Define M , M , M as in the beginning of1 2 0
Ž .Section 3. Note that i each M is an A lattice for 1 F i F 2 and M is ani i 0
Ž .A module; ii the diagram0
g1 6
M M1
6
g q2 1
66
M M2 0q2
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is a pull-back diagram and, for 1 F i F 2, g is a surjective map over L,i
and q is a surjective map over A .i i
Since M is an A lattice, it is torsion-free over A . Hence M is a1 1 1 1
w xdirect sum of rank 1 projective A modules 14, Exercise 11.10, p. 86 . So1
we write
M s E ,[1 m
1FmFe
where e is a nonnegative integer and each E is a rank 1 projective Am 1
module for 1 F m F e.
w xThe structure of M has been determined essentially by Reiner 16 . In2
fact, it is not difficult to obtain the following generalized form of Theorem
w x Ž .1.1: M is a direct sum of rank 1 projective modules over A , R T rF T ,2 2 p
w x Ž .or R T r T y 1 . Hence we may write
M s P [ Q [ S ,[ [ [2 i j kž / ž /ž /
1FiFa 1FjFb 1FkFc
where a, b, c are nonnegative integers, each P is a rank 1 projective Ai 2
w x Ž .module, each Q is a rank 1 projective module over R T rF T , and eachj p
w x Ž .S is a rank 1 projective module over R T r T y 1 .k
w x ² Ž . p:Since A s R T r p, T y 1 is a zero-dimensional local principal0
Ž .ideal ring because of condition R1 , the A module M is isomorphic to a0 0
direct sum of cyclic A modules. So we write0
M s A u ,[0 0 l
1FlFd
where d is the number of elements in a minimal generating set of M and0
for each l, 1 F l F d,
a l² :w xA u , R T r p , T y 1Ž .0 l
for some integer a with 1 F a F p. We may arrange these a s so thatl l i
Ža G a G ??? G a . Such an ordering is just for the sake of convenience1 2 d
.for later discussion.
Ž .Since each map q : M “ M is a surjective A map h s 1, 2 , we mayh h 0 h
factor it as
p qÄh h6 6q : M M A M ,mh h h 0 0
Ah
where p is the canonical projection and q is a surjective A map. ToÄ Äh h 0
avoid excessive notation we also denote by p and q the induced maps onÄ Äh h
p qÄ Ä2 26 6E , P , Q , and S , e.g., P P m A M , etc.m i j l i i A 0 02
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As in Definition 1.8, all the A modules E m A , P m A , Q m0 m A 0 i A 0 j A1 2 2
A , and S m A are cyclic modules. So we write0 k A 02
E A s A w , A ,mm 0 0 m 0
A1
P A s A x , A ,mi 0 0 i 0
A2
py1² :w xQ A s A y , R T r p , T y 1 ,Ž .mj 0 0 j
A2
² :w xS A s A z , R T r p , T y 1 .mk 0 0 k
A2
DEFINITION 4.1. The companion matrix of q , denoted by P, is theÄ2
 4  4matrix of q with respect to the bases x : 1 F i F a j y : 1 F j F b jÄ2 i j
 4  4z : 1 F k F c and u : 1 F l F d . Namely,k l
P s P aP aP ,Ž .1 2 3
where P , P , and P are matrices over A with sizes d = a, d = b, and1 2 3 0
d = c, respectively. For example, suppose that
q y s t u .Ž .Ä Ý2 j l j l
1FlFd
Ž . Ž  4  4  4Then t is the l, j th entry of P . Be careful that y , z , and u arel j 2 j k l
not bases of free modules over A ; all of A y , A z , and A u are cyclic0 0 j 0 k 0 l
A modules. Thus the entries of the matrix P are not uniquely detrmined,0
.though this lack of uniqueness will not cause any problems.
If w : M “ M and w : M “ M are automorphisms, we shall denote0 0 0 2 2 2
by w Pwy1 the companion matrix of the map0 2
y1w q wÄ2 2 06 6 6M A M A M Mm m2 0 2 0 0 0
A A2 2
with respect to the same bases, where w is the induced automorphism on2
M m A .2 A 02
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that a q b q c G 2, d G 1, and there exist auto-
morphisms w : M “ M and w : M “ M and integers a and b with0 0 0 2 2 2
1 F a F d, 1 F b F a q b q c, so that
0¡ ƒ
.) . ).
0
y1 0 ??? 0 p 0 ??? 0w Pw s ,ab0 2
0
.) . ).¢ §
0
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i.e., all the entries of w Pwy1 in the a th row or b th column are zero except0 2
Ž .possibly the a , b th. Then M is a direct sum of two nonzero L lattices.
Proof. Suppose, for example, a s 1 F a and b s 2. Since q : M “1 1
y1Ž .M s [ A ? w u is surjective, by Lemma 2.1 we have e G d and0 0 0 l1F l F d
y1Ž .there is an automorphism w : M “ M so that w ( q (w E s A ?1 1 1 0 1 1 m 0
y1Ž .u for 1 F m F d and w ( q (w E s 0 for d q 1 F m F e. Hencem 0 1 1 m
Ž y1 y1.M is isomorphic to pbk M , M , M ; w ( q (w , w ( q (w by Lemma1 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 2
3.1; the latter pull-back diagram is isomorphic to a direct sum of the
following two pull-back diagrams:
E .[ m
m/2E
6
2
6
y1y1 w ( q ( ww ( q ( w 0 1 10 1 16 6
A uP A uM rP [0 21 0 l2 1y1 y1w ( q ( w w ( q ( w0 2 2 0 2 2 l/2
Ž w x .For details of the latter direct decomposition, see 19, pp. 77]80 .
LEMMA 4.3. Let P, Q, and S be rank 1 projecti¤e modules o¤er A ,2
w x Ž . w x Ž .R T rF T , and R T r T y 1 , respecti¤ely. Choose generators x, y, and zp
for the A modules P m A , Q m A , and S m A , respecti¤ely.0 A 0 A 0 A 02 2 2
Ž . ŽŽ . .i If c g Aut P [ Q m A is gi¤en by1 A A 00 2
1 T y 1 pŽ . 1 0or Xž /ž / p 10 1
for some p , p X g A with respect to the bases x and y, then c can be lifted to0 1
Ä ÄŽ .P [ Q, i.e., there exists c g Aut P [ Q such that c s c m id .1 A 1 1 A A2 2 0
Ž . ŽŽ . .ii If c g Aut P [ S m A is gi¤en by2 A A 00 2
py1 1 01 T y 1 pŽ . or Xž /ž / p 10 1
for some p , p X g A with respect to the bases x and z, then c can be lifted to0 2
Ä ÄŽ .P [ S, i.e., there exists c g Aut P [ S such that c s c m id .2 A 2 2 A A2 2 0
Ž .Proof. i We shall consider the first matrix. Choose ¤ g P, ¤ g Q,1 2
and b g A such that they are mapped to x, y, and p under the canonical2
Ž .projections. Let N be the A submodule of P generated by T y 1 b ¤ .2 1
w x Ž .Note that N is, in fact, a module over R T rF T . Since Q is a projectivep
w x Ž .module over R T rF T , there exists a morphism v so that the followingÄp
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diagram commutes,
vÄQ 6 N
6
66
Ž .A y A T y 1 p x ,0 0v
vÄ 6Ž . Ž .where v y [ T y 1 p x. Let us denote by v the A morphism Q NÄ 2
Ä; P. Then 1 q v is the automorphism c which we are seeking.Ä 1
The case for the second matrix is similar and easier. Hence its proof is
omitted.
Ž .ii The proof for the first matrix is similar except that we consider
Ž . X Xthe A submodule of P generated by F T b ¤ , where b g A is a2 p 1 2
preimage of p . The details are omitted.
LEMMA 4.4. If P and PX are rank 1 projecti¤e A modules, then e¤ery2
Ž X.automorphism on P [ P m A of the formA 02
1 0 1 p Xor ,ž / ž /p 1 0 1
where p , p X g A can be lifted to an automorphism on P [ PX. The same0
conclusion holds for Q [ QX and S [ SX when Q and QX are rank 1 projecti¤e
w x Ž . Xmodules o¤er R T rF T , and S and S are rank 1 projecti¤e R modules.p
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.3 to obtain the proof.
5. REDUCTION OF THE COMPANION MATRIX
The notations in this section are the same as in the preceding section.
We shall prove Theorem 1.7 in this section.
Let P be the companion matrix of q associated to the L lattice M. IfÄ2
M s 0, then M is isomorphic to M [ M , which is isomorphic to a direct0 1 2
w x Ž . w x Žsum of rank 1 projective modules over A , A , R T rF T , or R T r T1 2 p
.y 1 . Hence we may assume M / 0. We shall find automorphisms w :0 0
M “ M and w : M “ M so that w Pwy1 will become a ``normal0 0 2 2 2 0 2
form'' of Lemma 4.2. We shall solve this problem according to the cases
Ž . Ž . Ž .when i only one of a, b, c is not zero, ii ab / 0 and c s 0, iii ac / 0
Ž . Ž .and b s 0, iv bc / 0 and a s 0, and v abc / 0.
Case 1. Only one of a, b, c is not zero
We shall apply elementary column operations on P, which amount to
elementary matrix transformations on the free module M m A . Note2 A 02
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that an elementary matrix transformation is a permissible operation on
M m A because of Lemma 4.4 or Lemma 2.3.2 A 02
Since q is surjective, there exists an invertible element of A in theÄ2 0
first row. By applying a column operation, we may assume that p g11
Ž . Ž .U A , where p is the entry in the 1, 1 place of P. By applying0 11
successive column operations we get a matrix Pwy1 such that every entry2
Ž .in the first row is zero except that in the 1, 1 th place. Write
p 0 ??? 011
l2y1Pw s ..2 . ). 0
ld
Now apply row operations to kill l , . . . , l in the above matrix. These2 d
row operations amount to an automorphism w : M “ M satisfying0 0 0
w u s u y py1 l u q ??? ql uŽ . Ž .0 1 1 11 2 2 d d
and
w u s u for 2 F l F d,Ž .0 l l
which is clearly a well-defined automorphism since the only relation for u1
Ž .a1 y1Žis T y 1 u s 0 and this relation is respected by u y p l u1 1 11 2 2
. Ž Ž .a lq ??? ql u . Remember that a G a G ??? G a and T y 1 u s 0d d 1 2 d l
.for 1 F l F d.
Thus we find
p 0 ??? 011
0y1w Pw s ..0 2 . ). 0
0
By Lemma 4.2, M is decomposable if a q b q c G 2. If M is indecom-
posable, then a q b q c s 1. Apply Lemma 2.1. We find that e s 1 also.
Ž .Hence, if M is indecomposable, then M , pbk M , M , M ; q , q , where1 2 0 1 2
M is a rank 1 projective A module, M is a rank 1 projective module1 1 2
w x Ž . w x Ž . w x ² Ž . j:over A , R T rF T , or R T r T y 1 , M , R T r p, T y 1 for2 p 0
some j, and both q and q are surjective. Therefore, M is a rank 11 2
Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž .projective module over L j for 1 F j F p , L j for 1 F j F p y 1 , or
Y w xL by 15, pp. 19 and 20 .
Case 2. ab / 0 and c s 0
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Subcase 2.1. Suppose that the top row of P contains a unit of A .2 0
Ž . Ž .Then there is some j, 1 F j F b, so that q y s lu q Ý ) u ,Ä2 j 1 2 F l F d l
Ž . Ž .where l g U A and the coefficients ) designate some unspecified0
Ž .elements of A . We will use this notation below as well.0
Apply column operations to kill other entries in the first row of P.
These operations can be lifted to automorphisms on M by Lemma 4.3.2
Hence
.¡ ƒ0 ??? 0 . 0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0.
...
.) . ).y1 .Pw s2 .....
..¢ §^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _.
a b
Ž .for some w g Aut M . By the same arguments as in Case 1, find2 A 22
Ž .w g Aut M so that0 A 00
.0 ??? 0 . 0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0.
.. 0.y1w Pw s .. .0 2 ) . ) . ). . 0.. 0.
Hence M is decomposable by Lemma 4.2. Note that since a G 1 and
b G 1, M will never be indecomposable in this case.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Subcase 2.2. Suppose that q y s T y 1 p u q Ý ) u forÄ2 j j 1 2 F jF d j
all j, where p g A . Since q is surjective, there exists some i, 1 F i F a,Äj 0 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .so that q x s lu q Ý ) u , where l g U A .Ä2 i 1 2 F jF d j 0
We may apply column operations to kill other entries in the first row.
Ž .Note that column operations in P , i.e., among q x for 1 F t F a, areÄ1 2 t
permissible operations by Lemma 4.4. On the other hand, to kill p inj
Ž . Ž .q y by q x , we shall use the matrixÄ Ä2 j 2 i
1 y T y 1 p ly1Ž . jž /0 1
 4relative to the basis x , y . This automorphism can be lifted to one on Mi j 2
by Lemma 4.3.
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Ž . Ž .Thus there exist w g Aut M and w g Aut M so that2 A 2 0 A 02 0
.¡ ƒ0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0 . 0 ??? 0.
.0 ..
. .y1 ) . ) . )w Pw s .0 2 . .
.0 ..¢ §^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
a b
Hence M is decomposable and it will never be an indecomposable L
lattice in this case.
Case 3. ac / 0 and b s 0
Ž . Ž .a lSince T y 1 ? z s 0 and T y 1 ? u s 0, we may writek l
a y1lq z s T y 1 p u ,Ž . Ž .Ä Ý2 k lk l
1FlFd
Ž .where p g A and, for each l, either p s 0 or p g U A .lk 0 lk lk 0
We shall simplify P by applying permissible column and row opera-3
tions starting from the lower right corner so that
Ž . Ži every row of the new P has at most a nonzero entry we do not3
.exclude the possibility that some row of this new P is identically zero ;3
Ž . Ž .ii after deleting the rows in P that are identically zero, the3
remaining part of the new P has the form3
.0 0 ??? 0 . l1.
.0 0 . l2. ,. . . .. . . .. . . . 0.
X0 0 ??? 0 . ld.
where the left-hand side of the above matrix is the zero matrix and the
X Ž .right-hand side of it is the diagonal matrix of rank d F d .
We shall call the above process the ``diagonalization'' process applied to
Žthe matrix P . Strictly speaking, when we apply column operations in3
``diagonalization,'' only entries in P are changed; however, when we apply3
row operations, entries in P , P , and P are changed. Thus the name1 2 3
.``diagonalization applied to the matrix P '' is abused in some sense.3
The ``diagonalization'' process for P will proceed as follows. If the dth3
Ž .row of P is identically zero, then consider the d y 1 st row of P .3 3
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Otherwise, applying permissible column operations, we may bring P into3
a matrix of the form
a y11T y 1 pŽ . 1, c
.) ..
a y1dy 1T y 1 pŽ . dy1, c 0a y1d0 ??? 0 T y 1 pŽ . d , c
Ž .for some p g U A . Since a G ??? G a , we can apply row operationsd, c 0 1 d
Ž .ady1to kill the entries lying above T y 1 p .d, c
Hence, P is transformed into the form3
0
.) ..
0 0a y1d0 ??? 0 T y 1 pŽ . d , c
Ž .for some p g U A .d, c 0
Ž .We may now consider the d y 1 st row of P and proceed in the same3
way. We finally transform P into a standard form mentioned before. If3
some column of this new matrix is identically zero, then there is a direct
summand of the lattice M and we have reduced the size of the companion
 Ž .4matrix P to a matrix of size a q c y 1 = d. Similarly, if the first row of
this new matrix is identically zero, apply the reduction process of Case 1 to
the matrix P . Hence we get a matrix of the form1
.¡ ƒ0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0 ..
.0 ..
. .) . ) . ). . ,.0 .....¢ §^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
a c
Ž .where l g U A . Note that P may not be in the standard form because0 3
of the row operations applied to P; however, the first row of P remains3
zero, and therefore M is decomposable by Lemma 4.2.
Ž .Hence we obtain a new matrix P such that either a the first column or
Ž .the first row of P is identically zero or b we may assume that3
a y11q z s T y 1 p u ,Ž . Ž .Ä2 1 1 1
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Ž . Žwhere p g U A . Note that d G c in this case. However, the situation1 0
d ) c may happen because some rows of the new matrix P may be3
.identically zero.
Ž .In case of a , we get a direct summand of Type I for M and reduce the
Ž .size of the companion matrix. Hence we shall solve the case of b .
If a s 1, applying permissible column operations to kill all entries of1
the first row of P , we get a direct summand again and a smaller1
 Ž .4 Ž .companion matrix of size a q c y 1 = d y 1 .
Thus we may assume that a G 2. It follows that there exists some i,1
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 F i F a, so that q x s lu q Ý ) u for some l g U A . AsÄ2 i 1 2 F jF d j 0
before, we may bring P into the form
a y1. 1¡ ƒ0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0 . T y 1 p 0 ??? 0Ž . 1.
.. 0.
. .) . . ) .. .
.. 0.¢ §^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
a c
By row operations, we may kill the entries lying below l, but we may
Ž .a1y1create nonzero terms below T y 1 p . However, the difficulty can be1
overcome by ``diagonalization'' of P once again. Note that the ``diagonali-3
zation'' process applied to P does not effect the entries of the column3
Ž .l, 0, . . . , 0 in P , but it does create an effect on the first row of P : it1 1
Ž . Ž .may change from 0, . . . , 0, l, 0, . . . , 0 into ), . . . , ), l, ), . . . , ) . Thus we
should apply column operations to P to ensure that the matrix P has the1
standard form
.¡ ƒ0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0 . 0 ??? 0 m 0 ??? 0.
...
. . .0 . . . 0. . .
... ,. . . . .) . ) . . . . ). . . . .
...
.0 . 0 ??? 0 0.¢ §^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
a c
Ž . Ž .a1y1 Ž .where l g U A and m s 0 or T y 1 p with p g U A . If0 1 1 0
Ž .a1y1m s 0, then M is decomposable as before. If m s T y 1 p , then M1
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has a direct summand which is a pull-back of P [ S and some direct
summand of M .1
We conclude that we get a direct summand which is either of the same
type as those in Cases 1 and 2 or is a pull-back of the diagram
M1
6
q1
j6 w x ² Ž . :R T r p , T y 1 ,P [ S q2
Ž . Ž . Ž . jy1where 1 F j F p and q is given by q x s l, q z s T y 1 p forÄ Ä Ä2 2 2 1
Ž .some l, and p g U A .1 0
l pŽ .If j s 1, apply the column operation to reduce the matrix into1
0 pŽ .. Hence this direct summand itself is decomposable. If j s p,1
apply the column operation
py1 y11 y T y 1 p lŽ . 1 ,ž /0 1
py1Ž .which is provided in Lemma 4.3. Again the matrix isl T y 1 pŽ . 1
Ž .reduced to .l 0
In conclusion, besides the lattices of Type 1, we find a new type of
Ž .lattice, i.e., a lattice of Type II; j for 2 F j F p y 1. By Lemma 3.7, we
may assume the transition matrix is of the form
l 0 01
,jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .2
i.e., p s 1 g RrpR.1
Case 4. bc / 0 and a s 0
The proof is very similar to that of Case 3. First we ``diagonalize'' P .3
Either we may decrease the size of the matrix or we may assume that
a y11q z s T y 1 p u , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 1
Ž .where p g U A .1 0
Ž .Assume formula 6 is valid. If a G 2, we may proceed as in Case 3. It1
Žremains to solve the case a s a s ??? s a s 1. Note that a F p y 11 2 d 1
Ž . py1 .because T y 1 y s 0 for 1 F j F b. In this case, we may assume thatj
q y s l u ,Ž .Ä Ý2 j l j l
1FlFd
Ž . Ž .where l is either in U A or zero, because T y 1 m s 0 for all l.l j 0 l
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Ž .If the first row of P is identically zero, then 6 provides a direct2
summand. Otherwise, by column operations and row operations, we may
assume that P is of the form
.0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0 . p 0 ??? 01.
.0 . ). .. . .) . ) . . ). . . 0.0 . ).
The above matrix can be simplified as in Case 3 by ``diagonalizing'' P3
once more and applying column operations to P if necessary. We2
conclude that, in this case, we obtain a new type of lattice, i.e., lattices of
Ž .Type III; j for 1 F j F p y 1. As before, we may assume the transition
matrix is of the form
l 0 01
.jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .2
Note that we cannot exclude the possibility j s 1 in this situation
because the elementary matrix
1 0ž /p 1
 4relative to the basis y, z cannot be lifted to an automorphism on Q [ S
Ž .due to the fact that Hom Q, S s 0 by Lemma 3.4.A2
Case 5. abc / 0
Proceed as in Case 4 to ``diagonalize'' P . Either we may reduce the size3
Ž .of the matrix or we may assume that formula 6 is valid.
Ž .Assume formula 6 .
Ž .Subcase 5.1. a G 2 and there exists y , 1 F j F b, such that q y sÄ1 j 2 j
Ž . Ž .p u q Ý ) u for some p g U A . Apply the process of Subcase 2.11 l /1 l 0
Ž .to the matrix P :P . Hence P is transformed into the form1 2
a y1. . 10 ??? 0 . 0 ??? 0 l 0 ??? 0 . T y 1 p 0 ??? 0Ž . 1. .
. .. ) . 0. .
. . . .) . ) . ) . . ) .. . . .
. .. ) . 0. . 0^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
a b c
Now apply row operations and ``diagonalize'' P once again as in Case 43
Ž .or Case 3 and get a direct summand of M.
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Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Subcase 5.2. a G 2 and q y s T y 1 ) u q Ý ) u for everyÄ1 2 j 1 l /1 l
Ž .j, 1 F j F b. Since q is surjective, there exist an i 1 F i F a and x , suchÄ2 i
Ž . Ž .that q x s p u q Ý ) u . Apply the process of Subcase 2.2 andÄ2 i 1 l /1 l
proceed as above. The details are left to the reader.
Subcase 5.3. a s a s ??? s a s 1. In this case we can assume that1 2 d
every entry in P is either zero or an invertible element in A . If all the0
entries in the first rows of P and P are zero, then M is decomposable1 2
Ž .because of formula 6 . Otherwise, there are two situations. The first
Ž . Ž . Ž .situation is q y s p u q Ý ) u for some j, where p g U A ; theÄ2 j 1 l/1 l 0
Ž . Ž .second situation is q x s p u q Ý ) u for some i, where p gÄ2 i 1 l/1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž .U A and q y s Ý ) u for all j. These two situations are the sameÄ0 2 j l /1 l
as those in Subcases 5.1 and 5.2.
Summarizing the above reduction, we conclude the proof of Theorem
1.7. For emphasis, we record it as follows:
THEOREM 5.1. By applying permissible column and row operations on the
companion matrix of q for any L lattice M, we find a decomposition of MÄ2
into a direct sum of indecomposable L lattices. A full list of indecomposable
L lattices is as follows:
Type I. Any rank 1 projecti¤e module o¤er any of the following rings
w x w xA , A , R T rF T , R T r T y 1 , L j for 1 F i F p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 p
L
X j for 1 F j F p y 1 and LY .Ž .
Ž .Type II; j for 2 F j F p y 1. A L lattice defined by M and P [ S1
with transition matrix
l 0 01
,jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .2
where M , P, and S are rank 1 projecti¤e modules o¤er A , A , and R,1 1 2
respecti¤ely.
Ž .Type III; j for 1 F j F p y 1. A L lattice defined by M and Q [ S1
with transition matrix
l 0 01
,jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .2
w x Ž .where M , Q, and S are rank 1 projecti¤e modules o¤er A , R T rF t , and1 1 p
R, respecti¤ely.
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Ž .6. ISOMORPHISM CLASSES OF LATTICES OF TYPE III; j
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.1. Assume that i p / 2 or ii p s 2 and R s Z or a DVR.
 Ž w x Ž .. Ž w x ² Ž . j:.42For 1 F j F p y 1, Image U R T rF T “ U R T r p, T y 1 isp
 Ž w x Ž .. Ž w x ² Ž . j:.4contained in Image U R T rF T “ U R T r p, T y 1 .p
Proof. The case when p s 2 and R s Z is easy. For the case when R
is a DVR, use Lemma 8.1. So we may assume that p / 2 and R is a
Ž Ž . Ž ..Dedekind domain satisfying conditions R1 and R2 . Let K and K be1 2
w x Ž . w x Ž .2the quotient fields of R T rF T and R T rF T , respectively. Sincep p
w x Ž . w x Ž .2R T rF T and R T rF T are free R modules of rank p y 1 andp p
2 w xp y p, respectively, it follows that K : K s p.2 1
w x Ž . w x Ž .2Let v be the image of T in R T rF T . Then R T rF T is2 p p
w p xisomorphic to R v and all the conjugates of v over K are2 2 1
v , v1qp, v1q2 p, . . . , v1q Ž py1. p. The rest of the proof is the same as that2 2 2 2
w xgiven in the hint of 3, Exercise 4, p. 754 .
Ž .DEFINITION 6.2. We say a Dedekind domain R satisfies the CU
Ž . Ž .condition if the natural map U A “ U RrpR is surjective for every1
prime number p.
Ž .Z satisfies the CU condition, because if 1 F i F p y 1, the circular
Ž i . Ž .unit z y 1 r z y 1 is mapped to i, where z is the image of T in
w x Ž . Ž .2Z T rF T . In addition, any DVR satisfies the CU condition becausep
of Lemma 8.1.
ŽDEFINITION 6.3. A prime number p is called semiregular or properly
.irregular if p does not divide the class number of the maximal real
y1 'Ž . Ž . Ž .subfield Q z q z in Q z , where z [ exp 2p y 1 rp . It is an old
conjecture, dating back to Kummer and sometimes called Vandiver's
w xconjecture, that every prime number is semiregular 24, Remark, p. 159 .
This conjecture has not been proved so far; however, it has been verified
w xby Buhler and others 23; 24, p. 157; 1 that a prime number p is
semiregular if p - 4,000,000.
Now we start to discuss the isomorphism classes of various indecompos-
able L lattices. For indecomposable L lattices of Type I, since they are
rank 1 projective modules over various rings, these lattices are classified by
the Picard groups of these rings. Since these rings are either Dedekind
domains or pull-backs of simpler rings, their Picard groups can be de-
wscribed by the Mayer]Vietoris sequences 15, Theorem 3.3, p. 28; 9, Sect.
x4 . We record them as follows.
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LEMMA 6.4. The following sequences are exact:
w x w xU R T rF T = U R T r T y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .p
² :w x“ U R T r p , T y 1 “ Pic AŽ .Ž . 2
w x w x“ Pic R T rF T = Pic R T r T y 1 “ 0;Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .p
j² :w xU A = U A “ U R T r p , T y 1 “ Pic L jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2
“ Pic A = Pic A “ 0 for 1 F j F p;Ž . Ž .1 2
j² :w x w xU A = U R T rF T “ U R T r p , T y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 p
“ Pic LX jŽ .Ž .
w x“ Pic A = Pic R T rF T “ 0Ž . Ž .Ž .1 p
for 1 F j F p y 1;
² : Yw x w xU A = U R T r T y 1 “ U R T r p , T y 1 “ Pic LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1
w x“ Pic A = Pic R T r T y 1 “ 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž w x Ž ..LEMMA 6.5. i If R s Z, then Pic A , Pic R T rF T and2 p
Ž Y . Ž .Pic L , Pic A .1
Ž .ii If p / 2 or R s Z, the following is a short exact sequence for
1 F j F p y 1:
X w x0 “ W “ Pic L j “ Pic A = Pic R T rF T “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j 1 p
Ž .iii If R s Z and p is a semiregular prime number, then the following
are exact sequences:
0 “ W “ Pic L j “ Pic A = Pic A “ 0 for 1 F j F p y 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j 1 2
p² :w xU A “ U R T r p , T y 1 “ Pic L pŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1
“ Pic A = Pic A “ 0.Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž .Recall W and V are defined in Definition 1.12.j j
Ž .Proof. i Take the first and fourth exact sequences in Lemma 6.4. Note
Ž w x Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .that both U R T rF T “ U RrpR and U A “ U RrpR are sur-p 1
Žjective because of the trick of circular units. See the paragraph after
.Definition 6.2.
Ž .ii Take the third exact sequence in Lemma 6.4. By Lemma 6.1, we
Ž .can throw away the factor U A . Hence the result.1
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Ž . wiii Take the second exact sequence in Lemma 6.4. By 10, Step 1,
x  Ž . Ž w x ² Ž . p:.4pp. 444 and 445 , Image U A “ U R T r p, T y 1 is contained in2
 Ž . Ž w x ² Ž . p:.4Image U A “ U R T r p, T y 1 . Hence the same conclusion is1
Ž w x ² Ž . j:.true when the target group is replaced by U R T r p, T y 1 for
Ž .1 F j F p y 1. Thus we can throw away the factor U A in this exact2
w xsequence. By Lemma 6.1 and 10, line 9, p. 445 , W is the cokernel of thej
first map when 1 F j F p y 1.
X Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.13. Let M and M be L lattices of Type III; j
; X X6with w : M M . By Lemma 3.1, w induces isomorphisms w : M “ M1 1 1
X X  Ž . 4and w : Q [ S “ Q [ S . Since Q s ¤ g Q [ S: F T ? ¤ s 0 and2 p
X  X X X Ž . X 4 Ž . XQ s ¤ g Q [ S : F T ? ¤ s 0 , it follows that w Q s Q . Similarlyp 2
Ž . Xw S s S . Thus in the definition of g , the first three components are2 j
well defined. Thus, we can write M X s M , QX s Q, and SX s S.1 1
Let
l 0 0 lX 0 01 1
andjy1 jy1Xž / ž /0 l T y 1 0 l T y 1Ž . Ž .2 2
be the transition matrices of M and M X, respectively.
Ž w x ² Ž . j:. Ž .By Lemma 3.8, there exist l g U R T r p, T y 1 , m g U A ,0 1
Ž w x Ž .. Ž .h g U R T rF T , and p g U R so thatp
l 0 0l 0 10
jy1ž /0 l ž /0 l T y 1Ž .0 2
X m 0 0l 0 01
s .0 h 0jy1Xž /0 l T y 1Ž .  02 0 0 p
Comparing the entries of the above matrices, we get
jX ² :w xl l s l m in U R T r p , T y 1 , 7Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 1
jX ² :w xl l s l h in U R T r p , T y 1 , 8Ž . Ž .Ž .0 2 2
l s p in U RrpR . 9Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Dividing 8 by 7 , we find that
Xy1 X y1 y1l l s mh l l . 10Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Substituting 9 into 7 and taking modulo T y 1, we find that
X y1l s m pl . 11Ž .1 1
Thus g is well defined.j
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Ž Xy1 X X . Ž y1 .Clearly g is a surjection. For the injectivity, if l l , l s l l , lj 1 2 1 1 2 1
Ž . Ž w x Ž .. Ž .in V , then there exist m g U A , h g U R T rF T , and p g U Rj 1 p
Ž . Ž .such that 10 and 11 hold. In particular,
jX Xy1 y1 ² :w xl l m s l l h g U R T r p , T y 1 .Ž .Ž .1 1 2 2
Call this common value l . Then it is routine to check that0
l 0 0l 0 10
jy1ž /0 l ž /0 l T y 1Ž .0 2
X m 0 0l 0 01
s .0 h 0jy1Xž /0 l T y 1Ž .  02 0 0 p
By Lemma 3.8, we find that M , M X.
Ž .7. ISOMORPHISM CLASSES OF LATTICES OF TYPE II; j
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7.1. Assume that i p / 2 and R satisfies the CU condition in
Ž .Definition 6.2 or ii p s 2 and R s Z or a DVR. For 1 F j F p y 1, e¤ery
Ž .L lattice M of Type III; j has a transition matrix of the form
1 0 0
,jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .
Ž w x ² Ž . j:.where l g U R T r p, T y 1 .
Proof. Suppose that
l 0 01
jy1ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .2
Ž . Ž .is a transition matrix for M. By the CU condition, find m g U A such1
y1 Ž .that m s a l g U RrpR ,1
y1y1 m 0 0l 0 0l m 0 11
jy1 0 1 0y1 ž /ž / 0 l a T y 1Ž .  00 l m 21 0 0 1
1 0 0
s jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .
y1 jŽ w x ² Ž . :.with l [ l l m g U R T r p, T y 1 .1 2
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 7.2. Assume that i p / 2 and R satisfies the CU condition
Ž .or ii p s 2 and R s Z or a DVR. For 1 F j F p y 1, there is a set-theo-
retic bijection defined by
w xg : Ý III ; j “ Pic A = Pic R T rF T = Pic R = W ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ž .j 1 p j
w x w x w x w xM ‹ M , Q , S , l ,Ž .1
where M is the lattice defined by M and Q [ S with transition matrix1
1 0 0
,jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .
which is guaranteed by Lemma 7.1.
y1Ž . Ž .Proof. In the Proof of Theorem 1.13, taking l l , l s l, 1 g V ,1 2 1 j
it suffices to show that in the following diagram x is an isomorphism:
6 j 6Ž . Ž w x Ž .. Ž . Ž w x ² Ž . :. Ž .U A = U R T rF T = U R U R T r p , T y 1 = U RrpR V .j1 p
6
6 6
x
j 66Ž w x Ž .. Ž w x ² Ž . :.U R T rF T WU R T r p , T y 1p j
Ž .But this is easy by the CU condition and Lemma 6.1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7.3. Assume that i p / 2, Pic R s 0, and R satisfies the CU
Ž .condition or ii p s 2 and R s Z or a DVR. For 2 F j F p y 1, e¤ery L
Ž .lattice M of Type II; j has a transition matrix of the form
1 0 0
,jy1ž /0 l T y 1Ž .
Ž w x ² Ž . j:.where l g U R T r p, T y 1 .
Proof. Let
l 0 01
jy1ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .2
be any transition matrix for M. Consider
y1 l 0 0l 0 11 .jy1y1 ž /ž / 0 l a T y 10 l Ž .21
We may therefore assume that the transition matrix is of the form
1 0 0
jy1ž /0 l a T y 1Ž .
from the beginning.
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Ž . Ž .By the CU condition, find m g U A such that m s a in RrpR. By1
Ž w x Ž .. Ž w x ² ŽLemma 6.1, find n g U R T rF T so that m s n in U R T r p, T yp
j. :. Ž w x Ž ..1 . Let n g A be a preimage of n g U R T rF T .2 p
X X w x Ž .Choose n g A such that nn s 1 in R T rF T . Thus2 p
nn X s 1 q rF T 12Ž . Ž .p
for some r g R.
X w x Ž .Define p [ n g R s R T r T y 1 . Let M be defined by M and1
Ž .P [ R. Since Pic R s 0, it follows that P m R is a free module. Thus weA2
may write P m R s Rz. Choose ¤ g P so that ¤ is mapped onto z by theA2
canonical projection. Define
w : R “ P ,1
1 ‹ F T ¤ ,Ž .p
w : P“Rz “ R ,2
z ‹ r ,
Ž .where r g R is the element found in 12 .
By the notation introduced in Definition 3.5,
n F TŽ .pw [ g End P [ R .Ž .A2ž /r p
Ž .By Lemma 3.4, w is an automorphism because of 12 . Thus we may
consider
1 0 01 0 0 1 0 0
s ,0 n 0jy1 jy1Xž / ž /0 l a T y 1 0 l ap T y 1Ž . Ž .ž /0 r p
X XjŽ w x ² Ž . :.where l is some element in U R T r p, T y 1 and ap s nn s 1 in
Ž .RrpR because of 8 again.
Ž w x Ž .. Ž .LEMMA 7.4. Suppose that the natural map U R T rF T “ U RrpRp
is surjecti¤e. If P and PX are rank 1 projecti¤e A modules and S is any rank 12
projecti¤e R module with P [ S , PX [ S, then P , PX.
Ž w x Ž .. Ž .Remark. The condition that U R T rF T “ U RrpR is surjectivep
Ž .is certainly true when R satisfies the CU condition, by Lemma 6.1.
Ž . X Ž X XProof. Let P s pbk P , T , RrpR; q , q and P s pbk P , T , RrpR;0 1 2 0
X X . w xq , q by the notation in 15, Theorem 2.2, p. 20 .1 2
Ž Ž .. XNote that P [ S s pbk P , T [ S, RrpR; q , q , 0 and P [ S s0 1 2
Ž X X X Ž X .. Xpbk P , T [ S, RrpR; q , q , 0 . Since P [ S , P [ S, by Lemma 3.10 1 2
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we have that P , PX and T [ S , T X [ S. Taking the determinant of0 0
T [ S , T X [ S, we get T , T X.
wBy our assumption and the Mayer]Vietoris sequence 15, Theorem 3.3;
x9, Sect. 4 , we find an isomorphism
; 6 w xF : Pic A Pic R T rF T = Pic R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 p
Ä Ä Äw xw xP “ P R T rF T , P R ,Ž .m mpž /A A2 2
Ä Žw x. Žw x w x.where P is any rank 1 projective A module. Since F P s P , T s2 0
Žw X x. w X x. Žw X x. XP , T s F P , it follows that P , P .0
Proof of Theorem 1.14. By Lemmas 3.1 and 7.4, the first two compo-
nents of f are well defined. Now suppose that M , M X andj
1 0 0 1 0 0
andjy1 jy1Xž / ž /0 l T y 1 0 l T y 1Ž . Ž .
are the transition functions of M and M X, respectively.
Ž . Ž w x ² ŽBy Lemma 3.7 and Definition 3.5 , there exist l g U R T r p, T y0
. j:. Ž .1 , m g U A , n g A , and r, s, p g R so that1 2
n sF TŽ .pw [ g Aut P [ RŽ .A2ž /r p
and
m 0 0l 0 1 0 0 1 0 00 s .jy1 jy1 0 n 0Xž / ž /ž /0 l 0 l T y 1 0 l T y 1Ž . Ž .  00 0 r p
Hence we have
j² :w xl s m in U R T r p , T y 1 , 13Ž . Ž .Ž .0
jy1 jX ² :w xl l s ln q r T y 1 in U R T r p , T y 1 , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
l s p in U RrpR . 15Ž . Ž .0
Ž .From 14 , we get that
jy1X y1 y1 ² :w xll s l n in U R T r p , T y 1 .Ž .Ž .0
y1 y1Ž .  Ž w xSince l s m by 13 , we find that l n s mn g Image U R T r0 0
Ž .. Ž w x ² Ž . jy1:.4F T “ U R T r p, T y 1 because of Lemma 6.1.p
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y1 y1 y2On the other hand, in RrpR, we have l n s pn s pnn s0
y2 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .4np y prs ? n g Image U R = U RrpR “ U RrpR , since np y prs
Ž .g U R by Lemma 3.4. Hence f is well defined. It is easy to see that f isj j
Ž .a surjection by using the CU condition and Lemma 6.1.
It remains to establish the injectivity of f . Let M and M X be two Lj
Žw x. Žw X x.lattices with f M s f M . Letj j
1 0 0 1 0 0
andjy1 jy1Xž / ž /0 l T y 1 0 l T y 1Ž . Ž .
be the transition matrices of M and M X, respectively.
In RrpR, since
X y2l s lun g U RrpR ,Ž .0
Ž . Ž .where u g U R and n g U RrpR , find an element p g R such that0
Ž .pn s u g U RrpR .0
Ž . Ž . Ž .By the CU condition, find m g U A such that m s p in U RrpR .1
Ž .By the CU condition and Lemma 6.1, find n g A such that n g2
Ž w x Ž .. Ž .U R T rF T and n s n g U RrpR .p 0
In R, consider np y u. Since np y u s n p y u s 0 in RrpR, it fol-0
lows that np y u s pr for some r g R. Thus
n F TŽ .pw [ g End P [ RŽ .A2ž /r p
Ž w x ² Ž . j:.is an automorphism by Lemma 3.4. Let r g U R T r p, T y 1 and
Ž .a g U RrpR be defined by the equality
m 0 01 0 0 1 0 0m 0
s .jy1 jy1 0 n 0ž / ž / ž /0 m 0 l T y 1 0 r a T y 1Ž . Ž .  00 r p
Ž . Ž .Note that m s ap g U RrpR . Since m s p g U RrpR , it follows that
a s 1. Moreover,
jy1
ml s rn q ar T y 1 .Ž .
Hence, in RrpR, we find that
Xy1 y1 y1 y2 y2 y1rl s mn s pn s pn n s un s ll .0 0 0 0
XThus r s l in RrpR. In other words, we may assume that the transi-
tion matrices are chosen so that
jy1X y1 ² :w x w xll g Image U R T rF T “ U R T r p , T y 1 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 5p
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and
Xl s l g U RrpR . 17Ž . Ž .
XŽ w x Ž .. w x ² ŽNow choose h g U R T rF T such that l s lh in R T r p, T yp
Xjy1. :1 . Since l s l in RrpR, it follows that h s 1 in RrpR. Choose a
preimage of h in A . Call it n . In RrpR, n y 1 s h y 1 s 0. Hence, in2 1 1
R, n y 1 g pR. Write n y 1 s pr for some r g R. Then1 1 1 1
n F TŽ .1 pXw [ g Aut P [ RŽ .A2ž /r 11
by Lemma 3.4.
Ž w x ² Ž . j:.Let r g U R T r p, T y 1 be defined by the equality1
1 0 01 0 0 1 0 0 0 n 0s .1jy1 jy1ž /ž /0 r T y 1 0 l T y 1Ž . Ž .1  00 r 11
Thus we have that
jy1
r s ln q r T y 1 .Ž .1 1 1
w x ² Ž . jy1:In R T r p, T y 1 , we get
Xy1 y1r l s n s h s ll .1 1
X jy1w x ² Ž . :Hence we find that r s l in R T r p, T y 1 . This means that we1
can choose the transition matrices for M and M X so that they not only
Ž . Ž .satisfy 16 and 17 , but also satisfy
jy1Xl y l s a T y 1 18Ž . Ž .
w x ² Ž . j:in R T r p, T y 1 for any a g R.
Ž . XNow the simplified relation 18 enables us to conclude M , M be-
cause, for any a g R,
1 q aF T F TŽ . Ž .p p g Aut P [ RŽ .A2ž /a 1
and
1 0 01 0 0 1 0 0
s .0 1 0jy1 jy1Xž / ž /0 l T y 1 0 l T y 1Ž . Ž . ž /0 a 1
Hence the result.
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8. SOME REMARKS ON Wj
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 8.1. If R is a DVR, then U R “ U RrpR is surjecti¤e. In
Ž .particular, R satisfies the CU condition, X s 0 and W s 0 for 1 F j F pj
y 1.
Proof. Only the fact that W s 0 is not obvious. In order to prove thatj
Ž w x Ž .. Ž w x ² Ž . j:. Ž .U R T rF T “ U R T r p, T y 1 is surjective, since U R “p
Ž . w x ² ŽU RrpR is surjective, it remains to show that every unit in R T r p, T
. j:y 1 of the form
jy1
i1 q a T y 1Ž .Ý i
is1
Ž w x Ž ..is in the image of U R T rF T , where a g R.p i
jy1 Ž . i w x Ž .Note that 1 q Ý a T y 1 g R T rF T is mapped to the aboveis1 i p
jy1 Ž . ielement. It suffices to show that 1 q Ý a T y 1 is a unit inis1 i
w x Ž .R T rF T .p
w x Ž .We shall show that T y 1 belongs to the Jacobson radical of R T rF Tp
jy1 Ž . iand therefore 1 q Ý a T y 1 is invertible.is1 i
w x Ž .Since R T rF T is integral over R and pR is the unique maximalp
w x Ž . Žideal of R, hence p belongs to every maximal ideal of R T rF T . Inp
w x Ž . .fact, R T rF T is a local domain also. Let M be any maximal ideal ofp
w x Ž . w x Ž .R T rF T . In R T rF T ,p p
py10 s F T s T y 1 q p ? f TŽ . Ž . Ž .p
Ž . w x Ž .for some f T g R T rF T . Since p g M , it follows that T y 1 g Mp
also. Done.
THEOREM 8.2. If R is a discrete ¤aluation ring, there are precisely 4 p q 1
nonisomorphic indecomposable L lattices. The following is a full list of
indecomposable L lattices:
w x w xA , A , R T rF T , R T r T y 1 , L j for 1 F j F p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 p
L
X j for 1 F j F p y 1, LY ,Ž .
j² :w xpbk A , A [ R , R T r p , T y 1 ; q , q for 2 F j F p y 1,Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
j² :w x w xpbk A , R T rF T [ R , R T r p , T y 1 ; q , qŽ . Ž .ž /1 p 1 2
for 1 F j F p y 1,
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where the transition matrix of the last two pull-backs can be chosen to be
1 0 0
.jy1ž /0 1 T y 1Ž .
Proof. Since R is a local ring, all the rings appearing in Theorem 5.1
are semilocal. Thus rank 1 projective modules are free modules. Then
apply Lemma 8.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.16. Let M be any maximal ideal in R and let M
X Ã Xand M be two indecomposable L lattices. Suppose that M m L , M mM
Ã Ã ÃL . If M is not of Type I, compare the A m R components of M m LM i M M
X Ã X Žand M m L . Apply Theorem 8.2. Thus both M and M are of Type II;M
. Ž . Xj or Type III; j . The case when both M and M are of Type I is easy and
its proof is omitted.
Conversely, we find that M m L is isomorphic to M X m L by Theo-M M
Ã X Ãrem 8.2 again. Thus M m L , M m L .M M
Now we consider the case when R s Z and p is a semiregular prime
number. As we mentioned before, the structure of W in this case wasj
w x Ž w x .studied in 4, 10 . For related results, see 22, 21 . We shall follow the
w xproof of Kervaire and Murthy. In 10, Sect. 6, Step 2, pp. 445]448 , it was
 Ž . Ž w x ² Ž . py1:4shown that the Cokernel U A “ U R T r p, T y 1 is isomor-1
1 Ž .phic to an elementary abelian p group of rank p y 3 q d , where d isp p2
the number of Bernoulli numbers among B , B , . . . , B , whose numera-2 4 py3
Ž .tor in reduced form is divisible by p. Note that we adopt the convention
that B s B s B s ??? s 0.3 5 7
Note that the arguments of Kervaire and Murthy work as well when
p y 1 is replaced by any j with 1 F j F p y 1. Moreover,
j² :w xImage U A “ U R T r p , T y 1Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 51
j² :w x w xs Image U R T rF T “ U R T r p , T y 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 5p
w xby Lemma 6.1 and 10, line 9, p. 445 . Hence we get the following:
THEOREM 8.3. Suppose that R s Z and p is an odd semiregular prime
number. For 1 F j F p y 1, W is isomorphic to an elementary abelian pj
wŽ . x Ž . Ž .group of rank j y 2 r2 q d j , where d j is the number of Bernoulli
Ž .numbers among B , B , . . . , B , whose numerator in reduced form is2 4 2wŽ jy1.r2x
di¤isible by p.
 Ž .Remark 8.4. When R s Z and p is semiregular, Cokernel U A “1
Ž w x ² Ž . p:.4 w xU R T r p, T y 1 , W by 10, lines 1]3, p. 446 . When p s 2,py1
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W s W s 0. Because of Theorem 8.3, the precise number of indecom-1 2
w x p2posable lattices over Z T rT y 1 when p is a semiregular prime number
'w Ž .xcan be calculated in terms of class numbers of Z exp 2p y 1 rp and
2'w Ž .xZ exp 2p y 1 rp , by Theorems 1.7, 1.13, 1.14, 7.2, and Lemma 6.5. In
particular, when p s 2, 3, 5, the number of indecomposable lattices over
w x p2Z T rT y 1 is 9, 13, and 40, respectively.
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